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Introduction

Illicit financial flows are illegal movements of money or capital from one country

to another. This is classified when funds are earned illegally, transferred, and/or

used across an international border. This could include an importer evading

customs, using trade-based money laundering techniques, anonymous shell

companies, wiring money, and more. Illicit financial flows have a huge impact

on countries. Countries usually lose millions of dollars on lost tax revenues that

could be used for economic growth in the country. It is estimated that on

average 20% of the total trade value from developing countries is related to

illicit financial flows. This money often leaves developing countries and is used in

developing countries or “tax havens” such as the US, UK, Switzerland, British

Virgin Islands, and Singapore. This means that the money that should have

stayed in developing countries and help said countries develop ends up in

banks in developed countries and tax havens growing their economy instead of

the undeveloped countries'  economy.

This issue is very important to solve for many reasons. It is estimated that around

1trillion dollars is drained from developing’s countries economy because of illicit

financial flows. This is 1 trillion dollars that could have been used in developing

coutnries to improve the country. Making the country safer, creating more jobs,
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increasing the GDP, and improving public services such as public health care,

education, and more.

Definition of Key Terms
Illicit Financial Flow

The movement of money that is illegally acquired, transferred or spent across

borders.

Tax Havens

A jurisdiction with very low taxation rates for foreign investors.

Offshore companies

A company that is incorporated in a foreign jurisdiction.

Tax evasion

Illegal non-payment or under-payment of taxes, usually by deliberately making

a false declaration or no declaration to tax authorities.

Money Laundering

Financial transactions in which criminals, including terrorist organizations,

attempt to disguise the proceeds, sources, or nature of their illicit activities.

Corruption

Dishonest or fraudulent conduct by those in power, typically involving bribery.

Fraud

Wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain
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General Overview
Effect of illicit financial flows on society

Illicit financial flows have a big impact on society. This is seen especially in

developing countries. Usually, people make their money illegally in developing

countries, and then they take them to more developed countries to clean that

money. This affects the developing countries because that money could’ve

been used to develop the country further and expand its economy. Another

effect of illicit financial flows is that countries often lose millions of dollars in lost

tax revenues. All the money they lost in tax revenues because of people

evading taxes could have been used to improve the country's infrastructure.

They are developing and improving streets, schools, law enforcement, health

systems, safety, and overall growing the country's economy.

Effects of illicit financial flows on the economy.

Illicit financial flows have a great impact on the economy. With so many people

gaining money through illicit measures, this strips away the resources of the

countries. Those who gain money through illicit measures have to keep that

money away from the government and avoid paying taxes and reporting the

funds to the government. This leads the economy to shrink. When the economy

shrinks this creates fewer jobs, a smaller GDP, and a higher inflation. This raises

the cost of living for people which in return lowers the quality of life.

Main forms of illicit financial flows.

There are many ways in which people make money through illicit ways. This

may include using trade based money laundering techniques. This is when you

mix legal money with illegal money. Drug cartels usually use this method by

mixing legal money from selling used cars with the illegal money from drugs.

Some importers avoid customs duties to avoid paying taxes. Public officials can

use anonymous shell companies to transfer money to the United States. Bringing
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illegal cash through a border and depositing it in a foreign bank. The most

common examples of illicit financial flows are tax evasions, money laundering,

corruption, bribery, trade mispricing, and Terrorist financing.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views
United States

Has one of the largest economies in the world. Most people go through the

United States and use their illegal money here. Also, a lot of smuggling of goods

goes through the United States.

Switzerland

Switzerland is considered one of the financial centers of the world. They take the

problem of illicit financial flows very seriously. It has established many laws to

ensure the integrity of its economy and has been supporting different programs

to strengthen financial institutions in developing countries

The United Kingdom

The United Kingdom has one of the most important economies in the world.

Similar to the United States, many people take their illegal money and use it in

the UK. Also, the United Kingdom has jurisdiction over the top 3 territories with the

highest world tax abuse rates.

China

From 2000-2011 it is estimated that around 3.97 trillion dollars were lost due to

illicit financial flows. This led china to have one of the highest income inequality,

this is because the rich get richer by avoiding taxes while the poor pay high tax

levels and get poorer.
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Timeline of Events

Date

1999

2000

Description of event

International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of

Terrorism, required countries to criminalize financing of terrorism

United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime,

required countries to criminalize money laundering

2003

2015

United Nations Convention against Corruption, created measures

to prevent and criminalize corruption. Also, provide international

cooperation and asset recovery on corruption cases.

The Addis Ababa Action Agenda was created to battle against

illicit financial flows and help developing countries develop.

2016

2017

The Panama papers were leaked in April 6, 2016. They contained

information about offshore companies and financial information.

UNODC and UNCTAD joined together to fight against illicit financial

flows.

2021

The Pandora Papers were released October 2021. They contained

information about a secretive financial system used by the wealthy

to hide money and assets from the government and tax creditors.
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UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties, and Events
The ECOSOC recognizes the many consequences of illicit financial flows and

their effect on developing countries.

● In 2015, The United Nations established the Addis Ababa Action Agenda.

An international framework that helps developing countries. The Addis

Ababa Action Agenda was created to support and create an

international framework for development by aligning all financing flows

and policies with economic, social, and environmental priorities. The UN,

also required countries to criminalize certain illicit financial flows such as

money laundering, financing terrorism, and corruption.

● In 2017, the UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) and the

UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) joined

together to create a task force to fight illicit financial flows. This task force

battles 4 types of illicit finnancial flows, Tax and commercial activities,

Illegal markets, Corruption, Exploitation-type activities, and financing of

crime and terrorism.

● In 2000, the Palermo convention was held. This was a convention with the

main goal of fighting trafficking and transnational crime. It is considered

the main international instrument to fighting transnational crime. It also

required countries to criminalize money laundering.

Past action
The G20 is calling on all jurisdictions to implement an automatic exchange of tax

information. This ensures that the government, law enforcement, and tax

organizations in both developed and underdeveloped countries have the

necessary information needed to detect, deter and punish tax evasion. They
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said that illicit flows drain roughly 1 trillion dollars from developing countries per

year. The GFI recommended that multinational companies should publicly

disclose profits, revenues, taxes paid, losses, and staff levels in every country. This

would make the company more transparent and would make tax evasion and

corruption easily detected. The World Bank partnered up with the UNODC. They

partner on the UNODC Stolen Asset Recover Initiative. With this partnership, they

provide advice and help people recover their stolen assets.

Possible Solutions
Illicit financial flows are a very big issue with global impact. It is done by so many

people that it is hard to track and to punish those who commit it. Some possible

solutions to this issue is to detect illicit financial flows and trafficking when going

across borders. Eliminating anonymous shell companies and forcing

multinational companies to be more transparent with how their funds are spent

and how they are used. This will lead the public and government officials to

know if said companies are sending money to anonymous shell companies or if

they are avoiding taxes.

Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
This topic is related to the Sustainable development goal of Decent work and

economic growth. Illicit financial flows take away a lot of money that could

have been used to grow the economy in various countries. Illicit financial flows

take away a lot of money from countries. This money could have been injected

into the economy creating a higher GDP, more jobs, and overall a better quality

of life.
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Appendix

I. https://gfintegrity.org/issue/illicit-financial-flows/

A. This source has all the basic information on illicit financial flows. It has

some information about illicit financial flows as well as some

examples. It talks briefly about the effect it has on developing and

underdeveloped countries. It also provides some possible solutions

to the problem.

II. https://www.transparency.org/en/corruptionary/illicit-financial-flows

A. This source has a very good definition of illicit financial flows. It also

talks about why illicit financial flows matter and how they affect the

world around us.

III. https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/financialsector/brief/illicit-financial-fl

ows-iffs
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A. This source is from the World Bank. It has a definition of illicit financial

flows and includes a few examples. It talks about the effect illicit

financial flows have on the economy of developing countries. It

also includes some possible solutions. Most importantly this source

includes the past actions of the World Bank and how they have

worked in solving the problem of illicit financial flows.

IV. https://www.un.org/esa/ffd/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Illicit-financial-fl

ows-conceptual-paper_FfDO-working-paper.pdf

A. This source is very good because it is from the UN. It has the UN’S

definition on illicit financial flows, some examples, and some

solutions. This source also includes information about how the UN

has worked on trying to solve this problem.
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